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CHICCO, DEFA, ITALY: WHAT A SHOW!
DANCING WITH THE STARS, IT’S TOUR DE SKI

Tour de Ski takes off from Switzerland and lands in Trentino, Val di Fiemme (IT)
Pellegrino and De Fabiani winking to XCO lovers
Three days of show and entertainment from January 6th to 8th 
Live on TV for ‘heart-weakened’ audience


Pellegrino and Mocellini, Sprint is served. De Fabiani, Mass Start is the unmissable climax. Final Climb is the icing on the cake for three days in Val di Fiemme, once again making history.
Tour de Ski is about to take off from Val Müstair, Cologna’s home, and ready to land in Val di Fiemme, precisely where Cologna boasts the record of four victories and where he will hardly be ‘dethroned’. 
‘Chicco’ Pellegrino newly dad, has not been denying or confirming his presence but he said… “My presence at the Tour is at 50% and I feel quite good. Davos and the whole beginning of the season gave me confidence. This past week I could not train a lot, of course, I had before. If I come, I would give my best. It would be awesome to do well from Val Müstair, with a FT Sprint I always liked. I would like to keep on enhancing my best characteristics that made me who I am. I would say that I like the whole Tour de Ski and the whole calendar as well. It fits me. The hardest race is the CT 15 km Mass Start in Val di Fiemme. I’ve always suffered it. Moreover, I’ve been doing well on Cermis too these past few years, I’ve always liked it. If I come, I would try to keep going as much as I can, it also depends on my home situation and above all on me being calm away from home”. The Italian is concretely thinking about joining the Tour.
Do not underestimate Francesco De Fabiani: “I may say, as always, Tour de Ski is one of the most important stage of the year and one of my seasonal goals. There are a lot of competitions I like, above all the CT 15 km Mass Start in Val di Fiemme, always along a ‘selective’ track, I’ve always like it and I gathered many good results and satisfactions.”
Ten men and six women might be on the start for Italy, some of them might stop before Fiemme, but show is a guarantee. The two World Cup leaders will be there: the Norwegian Paal Golberg and Tiril Udnes Weng, together with 2022 Tour de Ski’s winner Johannes Klæbo, and the Finnish Niskanen, who might be quite dangerous after his return. 
Tracks are ready in Val di Fiemme, OC is focusing on the last details, also for the many collateral events and amateurs are counting days to the Rampa con i Campioni, the ‘spitting image’ of the Final Climb.
The recipe is complete (not to forget Tour del Gusto along Final Climb track on Sunday) for an emotion feast. ‘Heart-weakened’ audience can enjoy competitions live on TV thanks to Eurosport. Anyway, living them from the track is something else. “Dancing” with the champions is unique and a once-in-a-lifetime experience, whether it’s a Sprint, a Mass Start or the Final Climb. 

Info: www.fiemmeworldcup.com


